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The Amazing Karma!

by Debra Probert

CAT SAVED WITH PATIENCE, LOVE & A LITTLE HELP FROM VHS
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A six-lane highway in Ontario in the dead
of winter. Two women with the same name
speeding by in a car – both with “animalin-need radar.” A small black and white cat
perched on a snow bank at the side of the
highway.

walked, they planned what to do to help
the little feline. Within an hour they had a
plan to go to the nearest Canadian Tire for a
humane live animal trap and some tempting
food. By now it was dark, so they made the
decision to wait until morning.

This was the scene when Deb and Deb set out
to take their dogs on a hike on December 14,
2009, miles from their home in Ottawa. The
immediacy of their decision to help the cat
was based on the isolation of the area – there
was nothing but trees and snow for miles.
It was obviously no place for a cat, who was
either hopelessly lost or had been tossed out
at the side of the road to fend for himself.

The next morning, the trap was set. Two
hours later, Deb No. 2 returned to find the
trap door shut! If any of you have -

They quickly took the first exit and circled
back to the spot where the cat miraculously
still sat on the snow bank. Without a thought
to hat or gloves, Deb No. 1 set off through the
deep snow, over a fence and into the woods.
Deb No.2 followed closely behind.
As is often the case, the frightened cat didn’t
realize they meant well, and before they could
reach him, he had vanished. They tried to
follow his trail in the snow, but soon became
overwhelmed with cat trails going off in all
directions. The only promising sign was what
appeared to have been a recent meal – a bit of
rabbit fur and blood in the snow.

Cruelty Charges at
Mountain View? pg 5

They gave up, returning to the car and
resumed their original plan to take the dogs
for a walk. However, once the “animal-in-need
radar” is engaged, it’s deafening, so while they

story continued on next page

Karma’s story
continued from pg 1
ever trapped a cat, you know how Deb’s
heart was racing! But her heart sunk as
she realized that somehow, along with
the tuna and kibble, the cat was gone.
Unfortunately, the trap was faulty and
the poor cat, terrified, had managed to
push the door open and escape. After
an hour of trying in vain to fix the trap,
defeated, she turned to go. There, about
50 feet away, under a bush, was the cat,
watching her warily.
Advice from VHS was echoing in her
head. “You only get one chance – cats
usually won’t go into a trap more than
once!” But persistence is such a virtue
(along with patience!) and the two Debs
have lots of both. Buoyed by the presence
of the little cat, she rushed off. Another
trip to Canadian Tire, another trap,
another trek through the woods and ice
and snow, and the next morning, Deb No.
1 had the new trap set, full of tempting
cat treats, with the cat hungrily watching
from a safe distance.
She returned to her car and waited. Time
was passing at a glacial rate! After only 2
½ songs on the radio, she could wait no
longer. She rushed back into the woods
to find the trap door closed and this time,
the cat safely inside. Success! She threw
a blanket over the trap and carried him to
the car.
Less than an hour later, Karma was finally
in a warm, dry house. The temperature
outside that night? Minus 20 degrees
Celsius. Thin and terrified, he hustled out
of the trap and under a bed as soon as
he arrived in his new home. With a long
lens, the Debs managed to get a photo
of him, and they saw he had at least one
porcupine quill in his nose. How long
it had been there was anyone’s guess!
They gave him some time to rest, loads
of love and three square meals every day
before they took him to a vet to assess
the damage. Traumatic as it was, it had
to be done.
The breakthrough moment came the
day they discovered how much Karma
adored dried liver treats. Suddenly he
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would allow the Debs to pet him as he
enjoyed his snacks. The first visit to the
vet came sooner than they thought; one of
the porcupine quills migrated to Karma’s
neck and caused a big abscess to form.
A handful of liver treats in the back of
the crate and the door closed easily – he
was off to the vet. A quick check and an
antibiotic shot was all that was needed to
clear up the abscess. A date was set for
bloodwork and neutering two weeks later
and Karma and his moms headed home.
The day of the second vet visit, Deb No.
2 woke up early to give Karma a sedative.
An hour later, in spite of the drug, he
fought desperately as they wrestled him
into the carrier. We never know what
they’re thinking – could he have thought
he would again be turfed out into a snow
bank? Fortunately, at the vet hospital, the
news was mostly good – although unneutered, his eyes looked clear, his heart
sounded strong and his undamaged teeth
indicated he was about a year old.
Blood was taken for the dreaded feline
leukemia and feline AIDS tests and he
was neutered all in one trip to make things
easier for him. He came home that night
acting relieved that he was still wanted by
someone.
Finally a few days later, Karma’s test
results came back negative - a miracle,
considering the number of strays who test
positive for these devastating diseases.
Now that he’s neutered, healed and
healthy, the Debs will integrate him into
their furry crowd of dysfunctional kitties
and cat-loving canines.
Contrary to popular opinion, cats cannot
survive on their own (not even in a mild
British Columbia winter, never mind in
Ontario!) It’s a myth that cats will find
enough mice, birds or other small animals
to survive. Eventually, they’ll succumb to
a painful death from disease, starvation,
traffic or wildlife.
When cats are abandoned or lost (yes,
cats get lost!) they need us to intervene.
We domesticated them for our own selfish
purposes- the least we can do is make
sure we look after them. Spaying and
neutering is essential – there are just too
many cats and not enough homes. There

is no justifiable reason for anyone to let
their cat have ‘just one litter’!
Cats should always have identification
– first and foremost, a tattoo and collar
and tag, so that if they go missing,
whoever finds them can identify them
and get them home without having to
take them to a shelter. Even today, more
than 95 per cent of stray cats turned
into shelters in Canada are not returned
to their homes. That’s an appalling
statistic, demonstrating an incredible
lack of responsibility on the part of cat
guardians. We should be ashamed.
And lastly, if permitted to go outside,
(and never, ever after dusk!) cats should
always be supervised. They should not
be allowed to wander, any more than dogs
should.
VHS is honoured to have been able to
help out the Debs with their good work
by helping with the veterinary costs for
Karma. It’s your support, especially
through our McVitie and Jamie & Punky
Funds, that makes it possible for sweet
boys like Karma to have a second chance
at the loving home they are so deserving
of. This is only one of hundreds of
animals we help every year.
Thank you, and remember, never ignore a
stray! If you don’t help them, who will?
FOOTNOTE: One of the Debs in this story
is none other than Deb Ozarko – who put
her extraordinary skills to work designing
both the VHS and ChickenOUT!
websites. Check out her work at
www.clearlygreendesign.ca.

Pourhouse helps the Henhouse!
RESTAURANTS JOIN THE CAGE-FREE FLOCK
The accolades continue for the Pourhouse
Restaurant in Vancouver’s Gastown. Not
only was Pourhouse recently named
Vancouver’s Best New Restaurant of 2009,
but it is the latest restaurant to Chicken
OUT! and switch to free-range eggs. Thank
you, Pourhouse!
Executive chef and proprietor, Chris
Irving, said making the switch away
from battery caged eggs was a pretty
easy decision. “I try to be an advocate
of environmental and agricultural
sustainability as much as I can, and
I encourage and support the ethical
treatment of animals,” said Irving.
“Switching to cage free, free-range eggs
was a no-brainer. I am proud to say that
Pourhouse is conscientious when it
comes to all sensitive subjects relating to
these matters.”
Vancouver is now home to more than 30
restaurants that offer cage-free egg items
on their menus.
Two Toronto area cafés - Birds and
Beans Café and Ezra’s Pound – are also
demonstrating their commitment to
Chicken OUT! Both use certified organic
eggs and each has displayed Chicken OUT!

Poll shows majority of
Canadians opposed to
battery cages
Nearly three quarters (72%) of Canadians
say they are willing to pay more for
humanely produced food, according to
a Harris/Decima poll commissioned by
VHS this past December. When it comes
to egg laying hens, almost two thirds
(63%) of Canadians indicated they would
support a legislative ban on battery cages
for their province.
British Columbians were the most
opposed to the use of battery cages,
with 69% supporting a provincial ban,
followed by Quebec (66%), Alberta
(65%) and Ontario (61%).

posters and brochures at their tills.
Birds and Beans is a coffee roaster
dedicated to preserving the wintering
habitat of migratory songbirds through
the promotion and sale of Bird Friendly®
certified coffees. Birds and Beans uses
most of their eggs in baking – about 15
dozen a week.
Owner Madeleine Pengelley said, “Anyone
who uses six eggs a week is responsible
for the living conditions of a chicken. So
the choice is easy!”
She has calculated that by choosing
certified organic eggs, Birds and Beans
customers are giving 30 laying hens a
decent life. Pengelley has asked her
customers to help name these 30 hens.
She chose the name “Pretty Bird” for the
first hen because, not being housed in a
battery cage, she still has all her feathers.

the Pourhouse Restaurant
“Organic free range please!”
For a list of cage-free restaurants, send
VHS an email or give us a call. And, if
they haven’t done so already, remember
to ask your favourite restaurants to
Chicken OUT!
Pourhouse is located at 162 Water Street
in Gastown, southeast of the steam clock.

Restaurants and food retailers play
a critical role in shaping how animal
products are produced in our country.
But as consumers, your role is even more
influential, as these businesses are here to
serve you. So, next time your server asks
you “How would you like your eggs?” say

Birds and Beans Café is located at 2413
Lake Shore Blvd. W. in Toronto’s Mimico
neighbourhood.

Results from a similar poll in 2007
suggest there has been an increase in
public support for a ban over the past two
years.

cage free eggs clearly exceeds what the
Egg Marketing Boards currently allow
to be produced under Canada’s supply
management system.

“Opinion polls are critical to our work with
industry and government,” said Leanne
McConnachie, Director of VHS’s Chicken
OUT! campaign. “If we can show that
the public supports a ban and prefers to
buy cage-free eggs, we are better able to
encourage retailers and distributors to
adopt cage-free egg purchasing policies,
and more importantly, demand that the
Egg Marketing Boards transition more
caged layer production to cage-free.”

Respondents also indicated they would
like to be more aware of what type of
eggs they’re buying, with most Canadians
(77%) supporting a requirement to label
cartons as “eggs from caged hens” if the
eggs come from hens that are raised in
battery cages.

The poll reported that 10% of Canadians
and 21% of British Columbians already
buy cage free eggs. This is surprising,
as it demonstrates that demand for

Ezra’s Pound has two Toronto locations
- 238 Dupont Street and 913 Dundas
Street West (at Bellwoods).

About the survey: A total of 2,012
Canadians were surveyed from December
3 through December 13, 2009 using
teleVox, Harris/Decima’s telephone
omnibus. Results for the full sample are
considered accurate +/ 2.2%, 19 times
out of 20.
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BC family farmers denied
the right to produce
cage-free eggs
by Leanne McConnachie
B.C.’s supply of cage-free eggs is at
an all time low. Good thing we have a
supply management system to ensure
there is adequate supply, right? Wrong!

Chicken Out! takes
the bus
Chicken OUT! hitched a ride on the back
of BC transit buses when VHS placed a
“Cages are Cruel” ad on the back of 10
buses from mid-November to mid-January.
The goal of the ad was to highlight the
plight of battery-caged hens, and to
encourage people to choose certified
organic free-range eggs instead. The ad
was also designed to attract people to
our website to learn more about this very
complex issue.
Each bus travelled a different route every
day to ensure maximum coverage over the
eight-week period. The buses travelled
downtown, as far west as UBC, as far east
as Metrotown and south to Marine Drive.
A VHS donor graciously offered to pay for
the costs of ad design, production and ad
space.

Chicken OUT! back
to school
VHS was once again invited back by
UBC’s Animal Welfare Program to present
to their 3rd year students enrolled in the
award-winning course “Animal Welfare
and the Ethics of Animal Use.” Together
with the BC SPCA, VHS discussed how
each organization addresses welfare issues
related to farm animals, with an emphasis
on battery cage egg production.
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In Canada, egg supply is managed by
a marketing board that restricts the
number of eggs that can be produced.
The Canadian egg marketing board is
known as Egg Farmers of Canada (EFC).
EFC’s Board of Directors comprises some
of the country’s largest egg producers.
EFC issues a ‘quota’ or maximum
number of egg-laying hens that farmers
are allowed to put into commercial
production. That quota is divided
up among provinces, and then each
provincial marketing board determines
what percentage of their quota they will
allocate to regular egg production (i.e.
caged eggs - eggs from hens in battery
cages) versus specialty production
(cage-free eggs - eggs from hens on
free-run, free-range and organic farms).
B.C.’s Egg Marketing Board – whose
directorship is also composed mainly
of the province’s largest, caged egg
producers – has allocated 12 per cent of
its production quota to specialty cagefree eggs.
In our last newsletter, we referred
to meetings we had with the B.C.
Ministry of Agriculture and the B.C. Egg
Marketing Board to discuss cage-free
egg production in B.C. We presented
a case for the growing trend among
consumers to purchase cage-free eggs,
and spoke to the frustration felt by many
businesses in producing and obtaining
an adequate supply of cage-free eggs,
as demonstrated by the comments
and letters we collected from farmers,
restaurants, grocers and food distributors.
We also pointed out that the B.C. Egg
Marketing Board had not granted new
entrant permits for specialty production
in the past three years, despite a
government directive in 2006 to issue
two new permits per year. We asked
why we even have a supply management
system if it fails to respond to the needs
of consumers and of family farmers, the

very people it is designed to protect?
Upon concluding our meetings, the B.C.
Egg Marketing Board indicated it would
transition more quota away from caged
egg production, towards specialty cagefree egg production in 2009 and 2010.
There were several small-scale freerange farmers ready and willing to step
up and meet this demand immediately.
They submitted applications to receive
quota, but on November 30, 2009, the
Farm Industry Review Board, together
with the B.C. Egg Marketing Board,
denied all three applicants.
I suppose we shouldn’t be surprised.
The Egg Board’s decisions rarely benefit
the little guy but instead seem to favour
large, well-established battery cage
operations. Of course the directors want
to protect their investment in battery
cage systems, and what better way
than to stifle and choke off cage-free
production until their own operations are
ready to make the switch.
As it stands now, the B.C. Egg Board
will proceed with a lottery on March 1
to award the newly available specialty
layer quota they agreed to last spring.
It will be interesting to see what kind of
transparency and audit trail surrounds
the drawing of names, and which names
are drawn.
If you want to read more about the
submissions and decisions regarding
B.C.’s specialty egg production quota,
visit http://www.firb.gov.bc.ca/BCEMB_
Quota_Distribution_Policy.htm
VHS’s Chicken OUT! campaign is
designed to educate compassionate
consumers on which eggs to purchase
in order to reduce the suffering of hens.
Our research shows that hens producing
certified organic eggs have a far better
quality of life than any other hens.
If you want to show your support for
specialty cage-free egg production and
certified organic farms, write your MLA
and the B.C. Minister of Agriculture and
Lands, Honourable Steve Thomson, PO
Box 9043, STN PROV GOVT, Victoria,
BC V8W 9E2, or send an email to
AL.Minister@gov.bc.ca. Tell your elected
officials that you want more cage-free
egg production - not only will it stop
suffering now, but as more cage-free
product is available, the price should
come down.

Conservation centre may face cruelty charges
MOUNTAIN VIEW CONSERVATION CENTRE UNDER FIRE
VHS has welcomed news that the BC
SPCA is recommending animal cruelty
charges against the Mountain View
Conservation and Breeding Centre in
Langley. The announcement follows
numerous allegations against Mountain
View, a lengthy SPCA investigation and
the death of three giraffes at the centre.
Two died in an unheated barn during
a cold snap last December and the
third died during an operation to trim
overgrown hooves in February.
The recommendation will go forward to
Crown Counsel, which will decide whether
to prosecute. This is by no means a
foregone conclusion, as the Crown in
B.C. often decides not to proceed with
animal cruelty cases. For example, in
2006 the Crown stayed charges against
the Greater Vancouver Zoo, despite the
SPCA’s recommendations and the fact
the zoo had kept a baby hippo alone in a
concrete barn for 18 months. The Crown
deemed a prosecution “not in the public
interest.” It remains to be seen whether
our legal system will take animal cruelty
seriously and ensure justice is served at
Mountain View.
A group of current and former Mountain

View staff has made a range of animal
cruelty allegations against the centre,
which Zoocheck Canada and VHS brought
to media and public attention in early
December.
VHS has called for the B.C. Ministry of the
Environment (MOE) to launch a full-scale
investigation of Mountain View, but this
hasn’t happened – despite the fact that
the MOE regulates zoos in the province.
It’s difficult to see how the MOE can
grant the centre a permit to keep exotic
animals while it is accused of animal
cruelty. (Under new provincial regulations
all facilities keeping exotic animals must
have a permit by April 1 this year.)
In spite of promises to regulate the
exotic animal industry, the ministry
has refused to set standards for zoos
keeping exotic species, leaving this to
the Canadian Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (CAZA). But CAZA is a trade
association for zoos, not an animal welfare
organization. Its purpose is to serve its
members, not animals – a clear conflict
of interest when a member is accused of
compromising animal welfare. Mountain
View has CAZA accreditation, which
apparently means it will qualify for an

VHS action
leads to
prosecution
Thanks to a keen-eyed animal lover
and VHS, a Vancouver pet store will be
prosecuted for illegally selling exotic
animals.
Last August, a compassionate member of
the public spotted a lemur for sale at Aqua
Exotic Pets on Kingsway in Vancouver and
reported it to VHS. Lemurs, a primate
native to Madagascar, are an endangered
species and are banned from sale under
Vancouver’s business prohibition bylaw.

Giraffe’s
overgrown
hooves
MOE permit – despite all the allegations
of cruelty and neglect that hang over it.
Without a regime of enforceable animal
welfare standard for zoos in B.C. it is
likely that there will be more tragic cases
of animal suffering and deaths in the
future.
Concerned readers can write to the
Minister of Environment to ask him to
launch an investigation of Mountain View
and to establish animal welfare standards
in B.C zoos:
Honourable Barry Penner
Minister of Environment
PO Box 9047
STN PROV GOVT
Victoria BC
V8W 9E2
Or email: env.minister@gov.bc.ca

(The bylaw has provisions covering exotic
animal sales, which VHS fought for over
many years. It was passed in 2007 and
prohibits the sale of primates.)
Pig-nosed turtles, native to Australasia
and also banned from sale in Vancouver,
were also observed for sale in the store.
VHS took the information to the City
of Vancouver’s bylaw inspection staff,
who visited the store and conducted an
inspection. In February, City staff called
VHS to say an inspection report had
recommended charges and the store
would be prosecuted for violating the
bylaw. The store faces a possible $2000
fine on conviction.

Lemurs in the wild
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Happy Endings
Bella has a long road ahead of her
Bella, an eight-year-old Shih Tzu, had given her guardian
Patricia a new lease on life. Patricia had been disabled
since in a car accident several years earlier and was
deeply depressed – until the day Bella came into her life.
Then last December, tragedy struck again. As Bella and
Patricia were entering a crosswalk a car sped through,
hitting Bella. She was severely injured and needed
emergency surgery. Her back legs were left paralysed.
Insurance covered some of the veterinary cost but Bella
needed expensive rehabilitation, so VHS stepped in with
financial help. Bella is getting better and will soon have a
special cart to allow her to run around again. And Patricia
has a big part of her life back: “She is my family and I
love her so much.”

Molly
Molly needed a growth over her eye removed and VHS
helped cover the cost. She’s on the mend now.

Paws
Paws, a 12-year-old shepherd/husky cross, badly needed some teeth
extractions but her guardian couldn’t afford the vet bill (even after
selling her gold jewellery!) so VHS helped out. Paws is now doing fine.

Austin
Austin, a three-year-old
English bulldog, was hit
by a car and his jaw was
broken in three places.
VHS helped cover the
cost of his surgery and
he’s recovering well.
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Babe
Poor Babe had a
chair fall on him,
breaking his leg.
VHS contributed to
his vet bill and he’s
back on his paws.

VHS project helping Surrey cats
VHS’s spay/neuter project in Surrey
is getting results. Launched late
in 2009, the project is designed
to reduce the number of homeless
and feral cats, as well as address
emergency medical needs. It is
supported through the Punky Fund,
established by a generous VHS
donor.
So far the project has ensured 35
cats were spayed or neutered. Six of
these were feral, eleven were tame
strays, 14 had guardians and four
were abandoned by people moving.
Two of the cats needed medical
care, which VHS helped pay for.
When kittens are unavoidably born,
VHS is there to help too, as was the
case here…
It can be a difficult process to win
the trust of homeless cats, but it’s
always worth it, for so many reasons!
Little Mama, as she is now known,
was dumped near a trailer park
under the Pattullo Bridge in Surrey.
The tiny black cat was thin, sickly
and starving. Without intervention,
her chances of survival were
miniscule.
A local volunteer started feeding her,
but initially was unable to get close.
Strays are often extremely wary of
humans, having bad experiences
with people trying to get them
to move on. The kind volunteer

continued to feed her until one day,
she simply disappeared. When she
returned about a week later, she was
even thinner, so it was obvious that
she had kittens hidden somewhere.
After close observation over a couple
of weeks, Little Mama was found
sitting on top of an abandoned
camper trailer. She had managed
to find a way in, and inside were
her two little ones. Once trust was
established and Little Mama could
be handled, the kittens were pulled
out and mom and babies received
medical care.

Little Mama (above) and her little
kittens; Scrappy (below top) & Shaggy
(below at bottom)

It’s easy to imagine what could have
happened. Little Mama would have
had her kittens, and without decent
nutrition and medical intervention,
the little ones would have probably
died a horrible death of disease
or been attacked by wildlife. Even
if lucky enough to survive, they
themselves would have gone on to
produce more homeless cats, and
the cycle would continue, inevitably
with significant suffering.
Instead, Little Mama has been
spayed, and she and her two
kittens (who VHS will ensure are
both spayed and neutered) are in
a forever home, where they will no
longer have to suffer from cold and
hunger.
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VHS calls for end
to painful piglet
castration
VHS has joined nine other national
and international animal protection
groups in calling for an end to piglet
castration in Canadian pork production.
The procedure is typically done without
the use of anaesthetic and is thus very
painful for male piglets.
In Europe, many grocers and pig
producers have found there are positive
benefits to ending this barbaric and
unnecessary practice. From an animal
welfare perspective, there is reduced
suffering and the pigs are healthier.
From an environmental perspective,
intact males produce less manure.
From a producer perspective, the
animals grow faster yet require less
food and medical attention, and there
are no complaints from consumers
about a difference in taste.
Campaigns in Europe have
demonstrated that when consumers
become informed of this cruel and
unnecessary practice, they are strongly
opposed to it. Grocers, at the request
of consumers, led the charge and
have convinced their suppliers to only
provide pig meat from intact males.
Norway is banning pig castration in
2010, and Switzerland will do the
same in 2011. We are asking Canadian
grocers to take action and meet with
their suppliers to discuss our request.

Forget chicken
TRY CRUELTY-FREE “MEAT”
Replace chicken with a cruelty-free
substitute on international Meatout day
on March 20th.
Meatout is the world’s largest annual
grassroots diet education campaign and
this year marks its 25th anniversary.
Meatout aims to expose the public to
the joys and benefits of a wholesome,
compassionate diet of fruits, vegetables
and whole grains.
If you haven’t already kicked the meateating habit, try going without meat for
this day, for the entire Meatout week, or
for all of Meatout March. If you’re not
ready to give up meat entirely, then try
making every Monday your Meatout day
throughout the year. It’s one way you can
demonstrate compassion for animals and
make a real difference in their lives. Visit
www.meatout.org to find some creative
recipes.

in one of your current recipes with
a meat alternative from gardein™.
Gardein (garden+protein) has earned
international acclaim for its meat-free
products from the likes of Oprah Winfrey
and Ellen DeGeneres.
Gardein is made from a blend of
vegetables, grains and plant-based
proteins and is a nutritious meat-free
alternative to chicken or beef. Today,
Gardein is sold in the fresh produce
sections of natural food stores and
grocery stores across Canada and the
USA. Starting in the spring of 2010, a
new line of frozen Gardein foods will be
in stores.
If you would like your grocer to carry
more Gardein fresh or frozen products,
write your local grocery store manager,
or download the ‘request gardein’ form
from www.gardein.com.

No time for new recipes? Then
simply replace your chicken or beef

Write your grocer and lend your support
to ending piglet castration in Canada.
The ball’s in your court, consumers!

Thanks for helping us STAY GREEN!
A huge thank you goes out to
URBAN IMPACT RECYCLING’s Charity Program,
which now includes the Vancouver Humane Society!!

Check them out at www.urbanimpact.com.
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D O N AT I O N S & T H A N K Y O U s
Memorial
Eric Beddis in memory of Art Atkins;
Faye Caldwell in memory of Tango;
Leah Skretkowicz in memory of Bill;
Margaret Blom in memory of Spot & Jocelyn K.;
Judy Werts in memory of Cole, Cashew, and Dolly;
Gloria Wagner in memory of Levi;
Dolores Callaghan in memory of Ozzer;
Anonymous in memory of Marilyn Adams;
Richard Stecenko in memory of Sasha;
Theodora Carroll in memory of Libra;
Natalie Cox in memory of Charlie;
Deborah Cuthbert in memory of Nellie Cuthbert;
Lisa Gal in memory of Sal;
Harley, Karen, Children & Griffin, in memory of Chance.

Birthdays and Celebrations
Cathy Morton in honor of Debra Probert’s birthday;
Anonymous in honour of the Clark Household;
Anonymous in honour of Caitlin Bilton;
Lee Houghton, a Christmas gift in honour of Inge &
Walter Autsbach;
Mary LeLond, a Christmas gift in honour of Mrs. Marilyn
Repas;
Jennifer McGarvie, in honour of Milo, Casey, Riggs,
Catarina, Puck, Moxie, Broadie and Lucy;
Vanessa Clift in honour of Michelle Kemper;
Debra Shepherd, in honour of Maureen and Michael
Clarke;
Jeff Mason, as a Christmas gift to Judy Mason;
Lois Cudmore, as a Christmas gift to John Gilmour;
Ferne Edmonds in honour of June Humphreys;
Nick Read, in honour of Ginger Sedlarova;
Colleen Miller, on behalf of Danica & Oscar Vangsgaard;
Barrie Berrington, on behalf of Mike & Christie
Berrington;
Yvonne Fedorenko, on behalf of Ela Fedorenko;
D. Watts, in honour of Glen Watts at Christmas;
Anonymous, in honour of Bob;
Anonymous in honour of Dale Hammell;
Julie McLaughlin in honour of Silver McLaughlin;
Jordan Fowler in honour of MacKenzie;

Edwin Clarke in honour of Roger Clarke and Becci
Gindin;
Kristofer Kelly in honour of Erin Goldberg;
Debra Shepherd in honour of Maureen and Michael
Clarke;
Anonymous in honour of Beth and Johnathon Schofield;
Anonymous in honour of Linda Rosenblatt;
Elan Gibson in honour of Krystyna Hunt;
Colin and Laura Jackson in honour of all the chickens in
this world that deserved a better life;
Linda Rosenblatt in honour of Bugsy’s angel;
Marcia Archeck in honour of Debbie Archeck;
Chelsea Deane in honour of Diana;
Anonymous in honour of Marilyn Adams;
Anonymous in honour of Bruce Passmore.

A special thank you to the following businesses
that support our work, either with employee
donations or in-kind gifts or services:
AAA Wildlife Control
Clearly Green Design Inc.
Kama Natural Soap
Indesigns.ca Internet and New Media Consultants
Webnames.ca
Perler Financial Group Inc.
Burnaby Association for Community Inclusion
Keystone Extras
Artime Galleria
Animal Wellness Lecture Series
Babe Gurr
Three Dog Bakery
UBC Book Sale Committee

A special thank you the the following businesses
who generously offered to sell our calendars:
In the Raw…Food for Dogs and Cats Inc.
Amherst Veterinary Hospital
Kingsway Veterinary Clinic
Alpine Animal Hospital
Lincoln Animal Hospital
Pets N Us
Urban Animal Hospital
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End the trophy hunt
of bears in the Great
Bear Rainforest
VHS is supporting a campaign by wildlife advocates to
end the trophy hunting of bears in B.C.’s Great Bear
Rainforest. This April, the provincial government will
allow the annual hunt to resume, despite widespread
opposition on ethical, conservation and economic
grounds. For more information on the campaign see
pacificwild.org or call 250.957.2480.

Photo © Ian McCallister
Pacificwild.org

news Briefs
Researchers in Israel recently found that
fish have a memory span of at least four
to five months. They trained young fish to
associate a certain sound with food, then
released them into the wild. Months later,
the fish returned to the sound when it
was played. (AWI Quarterly, Spring 2009
Volume 58 No 2)
Increasingly veterinarians are concluding
that dry food is not an appropriate diet for
cats. Dr. Lea Stogdale, Aesops Veterinary
Care, Winnipeg, Manitoba, says, “Cats
evolved as carnivores; eating animals they
killed (10 mice a day is an excellent feline
diet). As a result, they are used to a diet
of meat protein with a high fluid content,
not dry food or high fibre.” (The Canadian
Veterinary Journal, Volume 50, No. 11. p.
1162. Constipation in Cats.)
Agriculture Canada is spending on food
safety and quality fell 22 per cent and
spending on environmental programs
v o l u m e 4 65 SF AP lR lI N 2G0 02 90 1 0

dropped 25 per cent in the fiscal year
ended March 31, 2009. The two areas
with increased spending and resources
were international market promotion and
innovation and renewal. (The Western
Producer, November 19, 2009)
Broiler (meat) chickens have been bred
to be constantly hungry so that their food
consumption will facilitate rapid growth
and enhanced breast muscle mass.
However, in the parent stock, this rapid
growth negatively impacts production.
Industry’s solution is to severely restrict
feed given to breeding chickens – studies
have found that feeding every second
day achieves “maximum performance”.
(Canadian Poultry Magazine, January,
2010)
The agency responsible for the safety
of Canada’s food supply (The Canadian
Food Inspection Agency) has been
criticised by its own meat inspectors for

not implementing recommended changes
resulting from the tainted meat scandal
in the summer of 2008. Bob Kingston,
president of the union representing meat
inspectors, says the inspector shortage
is as acute as ever and the inspection
system is deeply flawed. Kingston blames
the problems on a lack of political
will. Twenty-two Canadians died after
eating meat contaminated with listeria.
(Canwest News Service; Vancouver Sun,
January 28, 2010)
The greater prairie chicken has been
confirmed as extirpated (no longer
existing as a wild species) by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada. The most significant
factor was habitat loss caused by
agriculture (including extensive cattle
grazing and conversion of native
grassland to crops), urbanization and
other human activity. (Western Producer,
February 4, 2010)

Books on Compassionate, Healthy Eating
Eating Animals
by Jonathan
Safran Foer.
Little, Brown and
Company. $31.99
Jonathan Safran
Foer, an acclaimed
novelist, has
written a nonfiction book that is destined to become
a classic on the issues of animal rights,
vegetarianism and factory farming.
While many of the arguments and
facts Foer uses to support his views
will be familiar to animal advocates, his
entertaining, engaging style provides a
fresh approach to these controversial
subjects. As a result, Eating Animals
has captured the attention of
millions of readers around the world.
Consequently, Foer has succeeded
in bringing the ethical questions
surrounding animal agriculture and
meat eating to a much wider audience.

4

The Kind
Diet by Alicia
Silverstone.
Rodale Books.
$35.99
Actress and
activist Alicia
Silverstone has
always been a popular champion of
vegetarianism, most recently appearing
on the Oprah Winfrey show to promote
a plant-based diet. With her new
book The Kind Diet, Silverstone
explains the benefits of a meat-free
lifestyle and offers a non-threatening
introduction to vegetarian shopping,
cooking and eating. Her friendly,
light-hearted approach will appeal to
those considering dropping meat and
dairy from their diet but who find the
prospect a little daunting. This is a
fun, informative book that offers some
simple steps on how to live a more
compassionate and healthy life.

The Conscious
Cook by Tal
Ronnen. William
Morrow. $34.99
Tal Ronnen is
a classically
trained chef
with an ethical
approach to food. In The Conscious
Cook he offers meatless, nutritious
recipes that are designed to satisfy
omnivores, not just vegans and
vegetarians. Ronnen has applied
traditional French culinary techniques
to vegan recipes, aiming for delicious
but guilt-free cuisine. While some of
the recipes look complicated, most
people with basic cooking experience
should be able to handle Ronnen’s
instructions. This book is a welcome
addition to the growing numbers of
vegetarian/vegan cookbooks showing
that flavour does not have to be
sacrificed when meat is left off the
menu.

Good Reasons

why you should remember animals in your will

Helping sick and injured
animals.

AGAINST

ALL

Speaking out for animals
in captivity.

Working hard to get
chickens out of cages

Publicly opposing the
cruelty of rodeo.

ANIMAL CRUELTY!

Please contact our office for more information.
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Something for
your wallet!
We hope you can make use of the egg label
shopping guide enclosed with this newsletter.
The guide explains the difference between
free-run, free-range and certified organic eggs
and highlights which logos to look for on egg
cartons.

This handy tri-fold guide fits conveniently in
your wallet so you can easily refer to it at the
grocery store. Keep it for yourself or pass it on
to friends or to the shopper beside you who is
about to reach for those regular eggs!
Help VHS educate consumers about the
choices they have so they can make the more
humane choice. Contact us if you would like
to distribute more copies. The guides are also
available in Mandarin.

Local support for Chicken OUT!
VHS is pleased to report that Chicken OUT! has received some much needed funding and support from two local organizations:
The Vancouver Foundation and Canadians for the Ethical Treatment of Food Animals (CETFA). The project has also received a smnall
grant from Humane Society International/Canada (HSI/Canada).
“The majority of charitable funds raised for animal causes are typically donated to programs that benefit companion animals and
wildlife,” says VHS Director of Farm Animal Programs, Leanne McConnachie. “Such programs are very worthy, but it means only
a small percentage of funding is available to protect farm animals, despite factory farming being the most significant cause of
animal abuse on the planet. That is why we are so appreciative when we receive a contribution specifically directed to Chicken
OUT!” The Vancouver Foundation, CETFA and HSI have supported Chicken OUT! in the past. VHS is grateful for their ongoing
commitment to this campaign.
If you would like to make a donation to support our Chicken OUT! campaign, you may donate online, call the office at 604-2669744 to donate by credit card, or send a cheque to our mailing address: 303-8623 Granville Street, Vancouver BC, V6P 5A2.
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